Abstract. We use tools of representation theory to get a better understanding of the cohomology of graded group schemes. For that, we focus our attention on the case in which the base field is of characteristic p ą 0. Using as inspiration the work on [SFB97b], [SFB97a] and [FP05], we build the theory of graded 1-parameter subgroups denoted by Vr pGq. We give a natural homomorphism of bigraded k-algebras ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs, where krVr pGqs is the bigraded coordinate ring for Vr pGq. We show that ψ is an F -monomorphism for a class of graded group schemes. This provides evidence that with the appropriate detection property, a Quillen-type result could exist for graded group schemes.
Introduction
Graded group scheme and graded group varieties are defined, characterized, and studied in [AR14] . The purpose of this paper is to use tools of representation theory to get a better understanding of the cohomology of graded group schemes and graded group varieties. For that, we focus our attention on the case in which the base field is of characteristic p ą 0. Using the work of [SFB97b] and [SFB97a] as inspiration, we build the theory of graded 1-parameter subgroups denoted by Vr pGq. Ungraded 1-parameter subgroups play the same role that elementary abelian psubgroups or shifted subgroups play when studying finite groups. An analogue of Quillen's result holds: the cohomology classes of infinitesimal group schemes can be detected, up to nilpotents, by 1-parameter subgroups. Wilkerson explored this question for graded cocommutative Hopf algebras in [Wil81] . In his work, elementary sub-Hopf algebras take the place of elementary abelian p-subgroups. He shows that, in this context, Quillen's result no longer holds. More precisely, he shows that for each prime p, there exists a graded cocommutative Hopf algebra and a nonnilpotent cohomology class which restricts to zero on every abelian sub-Hopf algebra. We merge both concepts of 1-parameter subgroups and elementary Hopf algebras and provide evidence that with some modification a result like that of Quillen could exist for graded group schemes.
As part of the exploration of this idea we give a natural homomorphism of bigraded k-algebras ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs, where krVr pGqs is the bigraded coordinate ring for Vr pGq. From [SFB97b] and [SFB97a] we have that for any infinitesimal group scheme of height ď r, the ungraded version of ψ is an F -isomorphism. A result of this type allows us to compute the cohomology of a group scheme G (up to nilpotents) in a fairly straightforward way. We can do this by embedding G into some GL n and using the defining equations of this embedding to describe krV r pGqs as a quotient of krV r pGL n qs.
Given the usefulness of such a result, it is a natural question to ask if we get a similar result in our case. In our quest to answer this question we compute some examples of the map ψ and we show that they are in fact F -isomorphisms. Then, we define some detection properties of the cohomology of a gr-group scheme and study their relation. Finally, we (partially) answer the question for a class of gr-group schemes that satisfy one of these detection properties.
Definitions and examples
We recall some definitions from [AR14] .
Definition 2.1. Let GR be the category of (finitely generated) graded commutative k-algebras. A representable functor G : GR Ñ pgroupsq is called an affine graded group scheme. We will call them gr-group schemes for short. The graded algebra representing G is denoted by krGs and is called the coordinate algebra of G. We will drop the word affine from now on, as all our gr-schemes will be assumed to be affine. Definition 2.3. We say that a gr-group scheme G is a finite gr-group scheme if krGs is finite dimensional. In that case we can define kG as the graded dual of krGs; kG is a called the group algebra for G.
Definition 2.4. We say that a gr-group scheme G is a positive gr-group scheme if krGs is positively graded; that is krGs " À iě0 pkrGsq i . Definition 2.5. Let G be a gr-group scheme, and let A " krGs. If A 0 is a local ring and A is positively graded, of finite type (that is, each A i is finite dimensional) we say that G is a graded group variety (gr-group variety). Example 2.6 (Dual Steenrod subalgebra Ap1q). Consider Ap1q " F 2 rξ 1 , ξ 2 s gr {pξ 4 1 , ξ 2 2 q, where |ξ 1 | " 1 and |ξ 2 | " 3. The gr-Hopf algebra structure on Ap1q is given by ∆pξ 1 q " ξ 1 b 1`1 b ξ 1 , and ∆pξ 2 q " ξ 2 b 1`ξ 2 1 b ξ 1`1 b ξ 2 . As sets Hom GR pAp1q, Rq " G 1 pRqˆG 3 pRq where G 1 pRq " nil 4 1 pRq and G 2 pRq " nil 2 3 pRq with product given by px, uq˚py, vq " px`y, u`v`x 2 yq and inverse given by px, uq´1 " px, u`x 3 q. We will denote the gr-group scheme represented by Ap1q by S 1 .
Graded Frobenius
In the ungraded setting, the additive group scheme G a plays an important role. More precisely its rth Frobenius kernel G aprq is of main importance in representation theory. Given a group scheme G, the infinitesimal 1-parameter subgroups of height ď r in G are defined as group homomorphism from G aprq Ñ G and denoted by V r pGq. In the following sections we define the additive gr-group scheme Gå and its rth Frobenius kernel, Gå prq . To do so, we first give precise definitions of the graded Frobenius map and twist. We define the graded general linear group, GL I . As in the ungraded case, GL I proves useful when computing Vr pGq.
Definition 3.1. Let A be a gr-commutative ring. We define the Frobenius pth power map F : A Ñ A such that F paq " a p .
Definition 3.2. Let A be a gr-commutative ring and M a gr-module over A. For any r ě 0, the r-th Frobenius twist of M is the A-module M prq " M b F r A. We grade M prq as follows:
The degree is well-defined and on M prq a homogeneous element m b 1 has degree p r |m|. Moreover on M prq , |m b a p r | " p r |m|`p r |a| " p r p|m|`|a|q and also m b a p r " am b 1 which is of degree p r p|m|`|a|q.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a gr-commutative ring and M and N be gr-modules over A. For r ě 0, the graded r-th Frobenius twist I r : M Þ Ñ M prq is an additive functor from the category of graded A modules to itself. Moreover for any M, N
Proof. Let f : M Ñ N be a graded map, then I prq pf q : pm b 1 Þ Ñ f pmq b 1q. Now |m b 1| " p r |m| Þ Ñ p r |f pmq| " p r |f |`p|m|. Hence I prq pf q is a graded map of degree p r |f | and it easily follows that I prq is an additive functor. The equalities in the statement are true in the ungraded case. For the graded case they follow the same way. We just need to check that the gradings are compatible, which they are by the computations below.
Definition 3.4. Given a gr-group scheme G over a gr-commutative ring A, since I prq is a functor, ArG prq s " ArGs b F r A is a gr-Hopf algebra. Then
we denote by G prq " GˆGprq teu the grgroup scheme which is the kernel of F r . It has coordinate algebra ArGs{ptx
kerpεquArGsq. At the level of gr-Hopf algebras F r : ArG prq s Ñ ArGs is the map that sends a b α Þ Ñ a p r b α. We say that G prq is the graded rth Frobenius kernel of G.
Definition 3.5. A gr-group scheme G is of height r, if r is the smallest positive integer such that a p r " 0 for every element a in the augmentation ideal of krGs, where the augmentation ideal of krGs is the kernel of the counit map ε : krGs Ñ k.
Additive graded group scheme
For p ą 2, let Gå be the gr-group scheme represented by krt, ss gr where |t| is even and |s| is odd and both t and s are primitive. We call Gå additive gr-group scheme. We would like to point out the difference between the additive gr-group scheme Gå, and the ungraded additive group scheme G a . Note that we do not fix the degrees of t nor s. They are left as placeholders.
In the ungraded setting krG a s " krts and G a pRq " pR,`q for any commutative algebra R, hence G a is the group scheme that describes the additive group structure for any algebra R. In the graded case, for any graded algebra R, GåpRq " pR |t|R |s| ,`q. We do not get the additive group structure of the whole ring R, we only get the additive structure of the parts of degree equal to t and s. In order to get the full additive structure of R we would need to consider the gr-group scheme represented by Â iPZ krx i s gr where |x i | " i and x i is primitive. This gr-Hopf algebra is too big (not noetherian). It turns out that considering Gå is enough in our setting. In particular, the rth Frobenius kernel of Gå, denoted by Gå prq and represented by krt, ss gr {pt p r q would be our main protagonist in the development of graded 1-parameter subgroups and in the further understanding of the cohomology of a gr-group scheme.
For p " 2, our definition of Gå is slightly different. This is because this case 'behaves' like the ungraded case; our algebras are commutative, not just graded commutative. It is enough to let krGås " krts gr where t can be even or odd, and in that case, krGå prq s " krts gr {pt 2 r q " krts{pt 2 r q.
Graded general linear group
Definition 5.1. Let I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q P Z n , then for any graded commutative algebra A we define the gr-group scheme
The coordinate algebra for GL I is krGL I s " krx ij , ts gr 1ďi,jďn {pdetpx ij qt´1q, where ∆px ij q " ř x ik b x kj , εpx ij q " δ ij , and |x ij | " I j´Ii . The gr-group scheme GL I is called the graded general linear group indexed by I.
Definition 5.2. Let I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q P Z n , then for any graded commutative algebra A we define the graded affine scheme
The coordinate algebra for M I is krM I s " krx ij s gr 1ďi,jďn , where ∆px ij q " ř x ik b x kj , εpx ij q " δ ij , and |x ij | " I j´Ii . We call it, the graded affine scheme M I of matrices indexed by I.
Remark 5.3. Note that GL I is a gr-group scheme as ∆ and ε gives an antipode S (using Cramer's rule). Instead, M I is just a graded affine scheme, that is, M I is represented by krM I s, but for a gr-commutative algebra A, M I pAq " Hom GR pkrM I s, Aq, is not a group.
The quotient map krM I s Ñ krGL I s gives an inclusion GL I ãÑ M I and any grgroup scheme mapping to M I factors through GL I .
Proposition 5.4. Let G be a gr-group scheme. If M is a finite dimensional graded krGs-comodule of dimension n, then the coaction corresponds to a map G Ñ GL I for some I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q.
Proof. Let M be a graded finite dimensional krGs right-comodule with comodule map ρ : M Ñ M b krGs. Let tv 1 , . . . , v n u be a homogeneous basis for M . Let I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q " p|v 1 |, . . . , |v n |q. Then ρpv j q " ř v i b a ij where |a ij | " I j´Ii . Since v j " ř v i εpa ij q and the v i 's are linearly independent we have that εpa ij q " δ ij .
The map φ : krM I s Ñ krGs given by x ij Þ Ñ a ij is a gr-bialgebra morphism. To see that, φpεpx ij" φpδ ij q " δ ij " εpa ij q " εpφpx ij qq. Also since pρ b idq˝ρ " pid b ∆q˝ρ we get that
Then the map φ yields a gr-algebra map from φ˚: GpRq Ñ M I pRq given by φ˚pf qpx ij q " f pa ij q for f P GpRq. Since GpRq is actually a group then φ˚must factor through GL I pRq as desired.
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a finite gr-group scheme, then there is a closed grsubgroup embedding G ãÑ GL I for some index I.
Proof. Since krGs is assumed to be finitely dimensional, let f 1 , . . . , f n be a homogeneous basis for krGs and I " p|f 1 |, . . . , |f n |q. Since krGs is a finite dimensional comodule over itself via the comultiplication map, write ∆pf j q "
We claim that pg ij q P GL I pkrGsq. Consider the map φ : krM I s Ñ krGs, where x ij Þ Ñ g ij . We can check that φ is a gr-bialgebra map. Note that since f j " ř εpf i qg ij and p∆ b idq˝∆ " pid b ∆q˝∆ we get that
Since the f i 's form a minimal set we get that ∆pg ij q "
Hence ∆pφpx ij" φp∆px ij qq. Since pid b εq˝∆ " id, we get that f j " ř i f i εpg ij q, which gives that εpg ij q " δ ij , hence εpφpx ij" φpεpx ij qq. Since pε b idq˝∆ " id we get that f j " ř i εpf i qg ij and it follows that tg ij u 1ďi,jďn is a generating set for krGs. Therefore φ is a surjective gr-bialgebra map which yields a map φ˚: GpRq Ñ M I pRq. Since GpRq is a group then φ˚must factor through GL I pRq as desired. 
We get that ρpv k q " ř v i b r ijk a j . Hence the space spanned by v and the v i 's is a finite dimensional (graded) subcomodule of V .
Remark 5.7. We now prove the same results in the case of G any gr-group scheme not necessarily finite.
Proposition 5.8. Let G be a gr-group scheme, then there is a closed gr-subgroup embedding G ãÑ GL I .
Proof. Let V be a graded finite dimensional subcomodule of krGs containing a finite set of generators for krGs. Let tv 1 , . . . , v n u be a homogeneous basis for V and I " p|v 1 |, . . . , |v n |q. Note that tv i u is a generating set for krGs. Then ∆pv j q " ř v i b a ij and v j " pε b idq∆pv j q " ř εpv i qa ij , therefore ta ij u also generate krGs. Again consider the map krM I s Ñ krGs which sends x ij Þ Ñ a ij then the map is surjective since the a ij generate krGs and is a gr-bialgebra map by the same computations as in 5.5 and it gives a closed embedding of G in GL I .
Example 5.9. Recall the Dual Steenrod subalgebra Ap1q from 2.6, Ap1q " F 2 rξ 1 , ξ 2 s gr {pξ Now detpφq " 1, which is invertible; then the map φ˚: krGL I s Ñ krS 1 s which sends x ij Þ Ñ φ ij yields the embedding φ : S 1 ãÑ GL I , where I " p0, |ξ 1 |, |ξ 2 1 |, |ξ 2 |q " p0, 1, 2, 3q, as a gr-group scheme S 1 ãÑ GL I .
Graded 1-parameter subgroups
We recall the definition of 1-parameter subgroups as given in [SFB97b] .
Definition 6.1. Let G be a group scheme over k and r ą 0 be a positive integer. We define the functor
That is, all the A group scheme homomorphisms
By [SFB97b] for any commutative algebra A, we have the natural identification of
We modify the definition of the scheme V r pGq in the graded case.
Definition 6.2. Let G be a gr-group scheme, and r ą 0 a positive integer, we define the functor Vr pGq : GR Ñ psetsq by setting
We call Vr pGq the graded 1-parameter subgroups for G.
Let G " GL I , we see how Vr pGL I q compares to the ungraded version defined above. We discuss the p ą 2, the p " 2 follows similarly and it is easier to compute. Recall that in this case Gå prq is represented by krt, ss gr {pt
For a graded commutative algebra A, an element f P Vr pGL I qpAq is a map of graded A-schemes f :
and it corresponds to a Gå prq bA-module (ArGå prq s-comodule) structure on Σ I A :" À n i"1 pΣ Ii Aq where I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q and Σ Ii A corresponds to A shifted by I i . Hence it corresponds to a map
For v P Σ I A we can write
where
From the counit diagram for ρ f we get that β 0 is the identity map and from the coassociativity diagram we get the following relations:
(1)
and for i`j ą p r´1 all the above values are zero. We also get that for any i and j,
Proposition 6.3. Let α i " β p i for i " 1, . . . , r´1 then any β j and σ j for j ‰ 0 can be written in terms of the α i 's and σ 0 .
Proof. First note that by formula (2) any σ i " β i σ 0 . Now for some β j not of the form α i , we can write j " p l q where p l is maximal with respect to dividing j and q ‰ 1. Let us assume by induction that β p l pq´1q can be written in terms of the α i 's.
Then j " p l`pl pq´1q and then`p l`pl pq´1q
p l˘t herefore β j can be described in terms of the α i 's.
Remark 6.4. More precisely, as in [SFB97b, 1.2] we get that for any j "
and
The proposition above tells us that in order to describe a map ρ f it is enough to have maps α i for i " 0, . . . r´1 and σ 0 . From now on we will relabel σ " σ 0 for simplicity.
Proposition 6.5. Let A be a graded commutative algebra and let I " pI 1 , . . . , I n q, then
Proof. These relations come formulas (1) and (2).
Proposition 6.6. Let A be a graded commutative algebra and let H P GL I pArGå prq sq such that H yields a graded comodule structure for Σ I A. Then
Proof. A homogeneous basis for Σ I A over A must be given by e 1 " 1 Σ I 1 A , e 2 " 1 Σ I 2 A , . . . e n " 1 Σ In A where then |e i | " I i then ρ f pe j q " ř g ij b e i , where pg ij q P GL I pArGå prq sq.
Given v P Σ
I A we can write v " a 1 e 1`¨¨¨`an e n and ρ f pvq "
Note that if instead we write the coaction in terms of the basis elements we get that
Comparing these expressions we obtain
We have this Taylor polynomial type relation:
Remark 6.7. For p ą 2, given such a map f : Gå prq b A Ñ GL I b A as above, we get an r`1-tuple pα, σq " pα 0 , . . . , α r´1 , σq.
Conversely, given pα, σq, we can construct the map f : Gå prq b A Ñ GL I b A as exppα, σq, defined the following way. Let R be a graded A-algebra, we define exppαq for any p-nilpotent α P M n pRq as
There is a correspondence between u P R |t| (p r -nilpotent), v P R |s| , and g P pGå prq b
AqpRq given by gptq " u and gpsq " v. We define exppα, σq as follows: for any u P R |t| and v P R |s| ,
and from the relations in 6.4 we can check that f " exppα, σq.
Beware that even though α i and σ commute, pα i tqpσsq may not be equal to pσsqpα i tq since s is of odd degree, so we need to be careful when computing exppα, σqpu, vq.
Proposition 6.8. Given a gr-group scheme G, Vr pGq is a graded affine scheme, that is, Vr pGq is a representable functor from graded commutative algebras to sets. Moreover Vr is a functor from gr-group schemes to graded affine schemes.
Proof. By. 6.5 Vr pGL I q has as a coordinate ring;
Where X l and Y are the nˆn matrices with ijth entry being the variable X l ij and Y ij respectively. These are graded by |X l ij | " pI j´Ii´p l |t|q and |Y ij | " pI j´Ii´| s|q.
Let G be a gr-group scheme; by 5.8 there exists an embedding φ : G ãÑ GL I for some I. Given a graded algebra A, elements in Vr pGL I qpAq corresponds to an r`1-tuple pα, σq P M n pAq r`1 (satisfying the conditions in 6.5) via exppα, σqpt, sq. Then given g P Vr pGqpAq there exists an pα, σq P Vr pGL I q such that the following diagram commutes.
The above diagram says that any element in Vr pGq can be describe by the defining equations of the embedding on an exponential map to GL I b A. More precisely, the embedding φ : G ãÑ GL I corresponds to a surjective map φ˚: krGL I s Ñ krGs and has defining equations F 1 , . . . , F m describing the kernel of φ˚. Then the coordinate algebra of krVr pGqs is precisely the quotient of krVr pGL I qs defined by F i pexppX l ij , Y qpt, sqq " 0. Note that since the coordinate ring for Vr pGq uniquely describes Vr pGq as a graded affine scheme then as a graded algebra krVr pGqs is independent of the embedding.
We now show that Vr p q is a functor. Let ϕ : G Ñ H be gr-group scheme homomorphism, A a gr-commutative algebra, and Vr pϕq : Vr pGq Ñ Vr pHq is given by the composition
It is then clear that Vr is a covariant functor from gr-group schemes to affine graded schemes.
Remark 6.9 (Bigraded rings; notation for bidegree and total degree). There is no standard notation for the bidegree and the total degree of a bigraded ring. We describe the notation we will use. Let R be a bigraded ring. We will use }x} " pi, jq to denote the bidegree of a bihomogeneous element x P R. We denote }x} 1 " i and }x} 2 " j, if we wish to refer to the first or second degree. The bigraded ring R can be made into a graded ring via the first or second degree and also by the total degree, we denote the total degree of x by totpxq " i`j.
We can make krVr pGqs into a bigraded ring with some external degrees. By convention these degrees do not introduce any Kozsul sign convention. For instance, when we write
the gr refers to krVr pGL I qs as a graded polynomial ring with respect to the internal degree that was computed in 6.8.
We bigrade krVr pGqs the following way
l , I j´Ii´| t|p l q for p ą 2, and }Y ij } " pp r , I j´Ii´| s|q, for p ą 2. where }x i } " p2, |t|p i q, }y} " p1, |s|q, and }λ i } " p1, |t|p i´1 q for p ą 2.
The cohomology is bigraded with the first degree corresponding to the cohomological degree and the second degree correspond to the internal degree of Gå prq . As an algebra H˚,˚pGå prq , kq is gr-commutative with respect to the total degree (c.f. A.27), that is, the sum of the cohomological and internal degree.
Proposition 6.11. The external grading on Vr pGq corresponds to an action of A 1 on Vr pGq.
Proof. Since we can embed G into some GL I , it is enough to check this in the case of Vr pGL I q. In that case given γ P A 1 we have that This action does the following on H˚,˚pGå prq , kq:
6.1. Computing krVr pGqs for some gr-group schemes. To compute krVr pGqs we embed our gr-group schemes into some GL I as described in 5.8. The defining equations of the embedding φ : G ãÑ GL I corresponds to a surjective map φ˚: krGL I s Ñ krGs and has defining equations F 1 , . . . , F m describing the kernel of φ˚. Then the coordinate algebra of krVr pGqs is precisely the quotient of krVr pGL I qs defined by F i pexppX l ij , Y qpt, sqq " 0 for p ą 2 and by F i pexppX l ij qptqq " 0 for p " 2.
Example 6.13. Recall the gr-group scheme S 1 from 2.6, S 1 is represented by Ap1q " F 2 rξ 1 , ξ 2 s gr {pξ 
ppX 0 q 2 , pX 1 q 2 , rX 0 , X 1 sq .
Let Z " exppX 0 , X 1 qptq " I`X 0 t`X 1 t 2`X 0 X 1 t 3 be the 4ˆ4 matrix with entries in F 2 rV2 pGL I qs. From φ we get that the defining equations are Consider the quotient of the dual of the Steenrod algebra given by
We can embed φ : W 1 Ñ GL I where We compute F p rVr pW 1 qs for r " 2 which is the height of F p rW 1 s. ‚ For p " 2, let I " p0, 1, 3, 6, 7q and
Then exppX 0 , X 1 qptq " I`X 0 t`X 1 t 2`X 0 X 1 t 3 . The defining equations for the embedding give that X 0 ij " X 1 ij " 0 for ij ‰ 12, 13, 14, 15, 45. This also implies that pX 0 X 1 q ij " 0 except for ij " 15 and in that case pX 0 X 1 q 15 " X 
Then doing computations as in the p " 2 case, we find that F p rV2 pW 1 qs is F -isomorphic to The height of F 2 rW 2 s is r " 1, then
pX 2 q , where }X ij } " p1, j´i´|t|q.
By the defining equation of the embedding we get that F 2 rV1 pW 2 qs " F 2 rX 12 , X 13 , X 14 , X 15 , X 16 s gr pX 12 X 15`X13 X 14 q .
Example 6.16. Consider the quotient of the dual of the Steenrod algebra given by
for p ą 2 where |ξ 1 | " 2pp´1q, |τ 0 | " 1 and |τ 1 | " 2p´1, ξ 1 and τ 0 are primitive and ∆pτ 1 q "
We can embed φ : G ãÑ GL I where I " p0, 2pp´1q, 1, 2p´1q and
Then the height is r " 1 and
For a defining equation F i for φ, the equation F i pexppX, Y qpt, sqq " 0 gives us that ‚ X ij " Y ij " 0 for ij ‰ 12, 13, 14, 24, ‚ pX 2 q ij " 0 except for pX 2 q 14 " X 12 X 24 , and ‚ pXY q ij " 0 except pXY q 14 " X 12 Y 24 " Y 12 X 24 , ‚ X 3 " 0 and XY 2 " 0, ‚ pX 13 q 2 " pX 14 q 2 " 0, among other relations. Then F p rV1 pGqs is F -isomorphic to For a gr-group variety we get the following graded version of ψ.
Theorem 7.3. Let G be a gr-group scheme. There is an algebra map ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs.
If z P H n,m pG, kq, then ‚ for p ą 2, ψpzq is a sum of bihomogeneous pieces of bidegree pnp r , m| t|p r l´k|s|q where 2l`k " n; ‚ for p " 2, ψpzq is bihomogeneous of bidegree pn2 r´1 , m´n|t|2 r´1 q.
Proof. Consider the identity map 1 P Vr pGqpkrVr pGqsq; this map corresponds to some u : Gå prqˆVr pGq Ñ GˆVr pGq.
For any graded algebra A, an element in pGå prqˆVr pGqqpAq corresponds to xpa, bq, f y, where pa, bq is the map in Gå prq pAq such that t Þ Ñ a and s Þ Ñ b and
The identity map 1 P Vr pGqpkrVr pGqsq corresponds to u : Gå prqˆVr pGq Ñ pGˆVr pGqq where for xpa, bq, f y P pGå prqˆVr pGqqpAq, upxpa, bq, f yq " xf pa, bq, f y.
To see this we focus on the case of GL I . It can be checked that 1 P Vr pGL I qpkrVr pGL I qsq corresponds to u " exppX, Y qpt, sq where X " pX 0 , . . . , X r´1 q. Note also that f is given by an r`1-tuple pα, σq such that exppα, σqpt, sq " f . Then upxpa, bq, f yq " xexppα, σqpa, bq, exppα, σqpt, sqy. This can be unraveled by saying that u sends xpa, bq, f y Þ Ñ xf pa, bq, f y P pGL IVr pGL I qqpAq.
For a gr-group scheme G and embedding φ : G ãÑ GL I the following diagram commutes:
which gives that u is as described above.
We now define ψ; its definition will depend on whether p " 2 or p ą 2, recall H˚,˚pGå prq , kq from 6.10.
‚ For p " 2 and z P H n,m pG, kq, u˚pzq " ÿ λ j b f j pzq P H˚,˚pGå prq , kq b krVr pGqs, where λ j " λ j1 1¨¨¨λ jr r . We define ψpzq as the coefficient for λ n r in krVr pGqs. ‚ For p ą 2 and z P H n,m pG, kq,
1¨¨¨x ir r y k . We define ψpzq as the sum of all the coefficients for x l r y k in krVr pGqs such that n " 2l`k.
For any γ P A 1 , the following diagram commutes, where γ is acting on Gå prq and
Vr pGq as described in 6.11.
To figure out the grading of ψpzq we pullback on the diagram above in the two possible ways and compare them.
For p " 2 we get that ÿ γ j1`2j2`¨¨¨`2 r´1 jr λ j b f j pzq, which implies that }ψpzq} " pn2 r´1 , m´n|t|2 r´1 q.
For p ą 2 we have that
In this case ψpzq is only homogeneous with respect to the cohomological degree and not bihomogeneous, but the bihomogeneous pieces of ψpzq have bidegree pnp r , m| t|p r l´k|s|q where 2l`k " n.
It can be easily checked that ψ is indeed an algebra map.
Detection properties and F -injectivity of ψ
From [SFB97b] and [SFB97a] we have that for any infinitesimal group scheme of height ď r, the ungraded version of ψ is an F -isomorphism. A result of this type allows us to compute the cohomology of a group scheme G (up to nilpotents) in a fairly straightforward way. We can do this by embedding G into some GL n and using the defining equations of this embedding to describe krV r pGqs as a quotient of krV r pGL n qs.
Given the usefulness of such a result, it is a natural question to ask if we get a similar result in our case. In our quest to answer this question we compute some examples of the map ψ and we show that they are in fact F -isomorphisms. Then, we define some detection properties of the cohomology of a gr-group scheme and study their relation. Finally, we (partially) answer the question for a class of gr-group schemes.
Recall that a map between k-algebras is F -isomorphism if its kernel consists of nilpotent elements, and some pth power of every element in the target is actually in the image. We also recall from A.27 that the cohomology of a finite gr-group scheme is graded commutative with respect to the total degree.
8.1. Examples of ψ for some gr-group schemes. . We have that H˚,˚pS 1 , F 2 q is F -isomorphic to F 2 rh 10 , h 20 s, where }h 10 } " p1, 1q, and }h 20 } " p1, 3q.
We compute on 6.13 that F 2 rV2 pS 1 qs is F -isomorphic to F 2 rx, ys gr where }x} " p2, 1´2|t|q and }y} " p2, 3´2|t|q. By comparing bidegrees, ψph 10 q " x and ψph 20 q " y. Example 8.4. Recall Wilkerson's counterexample from 6.15: F 2 rW 2 s, F 2 rV1 pW 2 qs is F -isomorphic to F 2 rx 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 s{px 1 x 4`x2 x 3 q, where }x i } " p1, i´|t|q. From [Wil81, 6.5], H˚,˚pW 2 , kq is F -isomorphic to
where }z i } " p1, iq. We then have that ψpz i q " x i for i ă 5 and ψpz In [SFB97a] , they show that the ungraded ψ is an F -isomorphism. To show that ψ is an F -monomorphism they first show that the cohomology of infinitesimal group schemes of height ď r satisfies a detection property. By a detection property we mean some sort of Quillen-type result in which the cohomology of our object can be detected (up to nilpotent) by understanding the cohomology of some sub-class or restriction of this object.
For infinitesimal group schemes, the detection property is one that detects the cohomology up to nilpotents by restricting to 1-parameter subgroups. More precisely, in [SFB97a, 4 .3] they show that z P H n pG, kq is nilpotent if and only if for every field extension K{k and every group scheme homomorphism over K, ν :
For gr-Hopf algebras, in [Wil81] , a detection property is defined in terms of elementary sub-Hopf algebras. A graded Hopf algebra as in [Wil81] satisfies the detection property if each nonnilpotent cohomology class has a nonzero restriction to at least one elementary sub-Hopf algebra. It is important to note that not all gr-Hopf algebras as in [Wil81] satisfy this detection property. Hence we do not get a Quillen-type result as we do in the ungraded case.
Wilkerson's counterexamples in [Wil81] are example 6.14 (for the p ą 2 case) and 6.15 above. He showed that they do not satisfy his detection property. Although we computed that for these gr-group schemes ψ is an F -isomorphism, what happens is that even though they do not satisfy this detection property they satisfy some detection property (one like that of [SFB97a] ), that suffices to guarantee that ψ is an F -monomorphism. We define such detection property below and compare it to Wilkerson's. We conclude by proving that if a gr-group variety satisfies such detection property, then ψ is an F -monomorphism.
Definition 8.5. (From [Pal01, 2.1.6]) A gr-group scheme G E is said to be an elementary gr-group scheme if its coordinate ring E is isomorphic (as a graded Hopf algebra) to a tensor product of graded Hopf algebras of the forms ‚ krts gr {pt 2 n q for p " 2, and ‚ krts gr {pt p n q and krss gr where |t| is even and |s| is odd for p ą 2, where t and s are primitive elements.
Remark 8.6. Note that as usual, our definition includes the case in which t is possibly of degree zero, while the definition in [Pal01] and [Wil81] is only for algebraically connected gr-group schemes.
We now give the definition of two detection properties; one based on that of [SFB97a] the other on [Wil81] .
Definition 8.7. Let G be a gr-group scheme, we say that G has the W-detection property if z P H n,m pG, kq is nilpotent if and only if for each elementary gr-subgroup scheme of G, G E , its restriction to H n,m pG E , kq is nilpotent.
Given a field K, we can construct the graded field KrX, X´1s (KrX˘s for short), where |X| " 1 if p " 2, and |X| " 2 if p ą 2. Constructing this graded field is a useful tool that allows us to 'grade' scalars on our field K. For instance, if we want to view a scalar λ P K as an element of degree l P Z, then we will identify λ with λX l P KrX˘s. Note that for p " 2, |λX l | " l, while for p ą 2, |λX l | " 2l.
Definition 8.8. Let G be a gr-group scheme of height ď r, we say that G has the SFB-detection property if z P H n,m pG, kq is nilpotent if and only if for every field extension K of k and every gr-group scheme homomorphism over KrX˘s, ν : Gå prq bKrX˘s Ñ GbKrX˘s the restriction of z to H n,m pGå prq bKrX˘s, KrX˘sq is nilpotent.
Note that while the detection property in [Wil81] is for algebraically connected cocommutative graded Hopf algebras and [SFB97a] detection property is for (ungraded) infinitesimal group schemes, our detection properties are constructed for gr-group schemes.
One word on why we choose KrX˘s for the SFB-detection property: for a field k, a graded field extension of k may be one of the following; K where K is a field extension in the ungraded sense, or the graded field KrX˘s where K is a field extension in the ungraded sense.
We state the result saying that all infinitesimal group schemes satisfy an ungraded detection property and we compare it to the SFB-detection property defined above. We will refer to this result as the ungraded SFB-detection property.
Theorem 8.9. (From [SFB97a, 4.3] ) Let G be an infinitesimal group scheme of height ď r over k. Let z P H n pG, kq, then z is nilpotent if and only if for every field extension K{k and every group scheme homomorphism over K, ν : G aprq b K Ñ G b K, the cohomology class ν˚pz K q P H n pG aprq b K, Kq is nilpotent.
Lemma 8.10. Let G be an evenly gr-group scheme and K an ungraded field, then HompkrGs, Kq " Hom GR pkrGs, KrX˘sq.
Proof. We have the following identification, f P HompkrGs, Kq Ø p f P Hom GR pkrGs, KrX˘sq, where for g homogeneous in krGs, f pgq " λ Ø p f pgq " λX |g| .
Proposition 8.11. Let G be an evenly gr-group scheme and let K be an ungraded field, then V r pGq and Vr pGq have the same coordinate ring and V r pGqpKq " Vr pGqpKrX˘sq.
Proof. Since G is evenly graded we can embed G into a GL I which is also evenly graded. In this case krVr pGL I qs is commutative (not just graded commutative) hence it is equal to krV r pGL n qs, by just forgetting the grading, where n is the length of I. Similarly, krVr pGqs " krV r pGqs if we forget the grading. Hence V r pGq and Vr pGq have the same coordinate ring and V r pGqpKq " Vr pGqpKrX˘sq by 8.10
Note that V r pGq is not equal to Vr pGq, since they are representable functors on different categories even though they have the same coordinate ring. That is, V r pGqpAq " Hom GR pkrV r pGqs, Aq where A is a commutative algebra, while Vr pGqpBq " HompkrV r pGqs, Bq where B is a graded commutative algebra.
Proposition 8.12. Let G be an evenly gr-group scheme. Then the ungraded SFBdetection property (see 8.9) implies the SFB-property (see 8.8). Moreover, G has the SFB-detection property.
Proof. First note that by A.8 H˚pG, kq " H˚,˚pG, kq if we forget the internal grading. Let z P H n,m pG, kq be nilpotent, then since G has the ungraded SFBdetection property we get that for every ν : Gå prq b KrX˘s Ñ G b KrX˘s, ν˚pzq P H n,m pGå prq b KrX˘s, KrX˘sq is nilpotent (by tensoring by krX˘s).
Let ν˚pzq P H n,m pGå prq b KrX˘s, KrX˘sq be nilpotent for every ν : Gå prq b
KrX˘s Ñ G b KrX˘s. By 8.11 it follows that z is nilpotent.
Proposition 8.13. Let G be a finite gr-group scheme, the W-detection property implies the SFB-detection property. In particular, elementary gr-group schemes have the SFB-detection property.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that G " G E is an elementary gr-group scheme of height ď r. We will prove that G E has SFB-detection property. For simplicity let p ą 2; the p " 2 case follows in the same way. The coordinate ring of G E is and s i Þ Ñ sX mi where k i " p|t i |´p r´ri |t|q{2 and m i " p|s i |´|s|q{2; which are integers. This yields the map ν E : Gå prq bA Ñ G E bA. From 6.10, the cohomology of G E and Gå prq are:
‰ gr , and H˚,˚pGå prq , kq " krx 1 , . . . , x r , y, λ 1 , . . . , λ r s gr .
Then νE : H˚,˚pG E b A, Aq Ñ H˚,˚pGå prq b A, Aq is given by x ij Þ Ñ x r´ri`j X p j ki , y i Þ Ñ yX mi , and λ ij Þ Ñ λ j X li where l i " p|t i |´|t|q{2. Then νE sends nonnilpotent elements to nonnilpotent elements, hence G E has the SFB-detection property.
Remark 8.14. In [Wil81] Wilkerson showed that examples F p rW 1 s and F 2 rW 2 s in 6.14 and 6.15, respectively, do not satisfy the W-detection property. However, since W 1 and W 2 are evenly gr-group schemes, by 8.9 and 8.12 they satisfy the SFB-detection property.
Lemma 8.15. Let G be a finite gr-group variety of height ď r with the SFBproperty, then for any z P H n,m pG, kq, z is nilpotent whenever ψpzq P krVr pGqs is nilpotent.
Proof. Our proof is based on that in [SFB97a, 5.1]. Let z P H n,m pG, kq with ψpzq nilpotent. Since G has the SFB-property, it is enough to prove that, for all field extensions K of k and every gr-group scheme homomorphism ν : Gå prq bA Ñ GbA, ν˚pz A q P H n,m pGå prq b A, Aq is nilpotent, where A " KrX˘s. Without loss of generality, let K be algebraically closed. Let ν˚pz A q P Arx 1 , . . . , x r , ys gr be the element in H n,m pGå prq b A, Aq red (the reduce cohomology) corresponding to
where pi, jq " pi 1 , . . . , i r , jq. We will show that ν˚pz A q " 0 and since G has the SFB-detection property, it will follow that z is nilpotent.
Let pc, dq " pc 1 , . . . , c r , dq be an r`1-tuple in A, where |c i | " |t|p1´p i´1 q and |d| " 0. Note that |c i | depends only on i and not on the choice of c i . We can write c i "c i X |ci| and pc, dq " pc 1 , . . . ,c r , dq an r`1-tuple in K.
Let E be the elementary gr-group scheme over A with coordinate ring 
where ‚ m˚: ArGå prq s Ñ ArEs is given by t Þ Ñ ∆ r´1 ptq b 1, s Þ Ñ 1 b¨¨¨b 1 b s, followed by the map pt Þ Ñ t 1 q b¨¨¨b pt Þ Ñ t r q b ps Þ Ñ sq and followed by multiplication. ‚ Fp c,dq : ArEs Ñ ArEs is given by t i Þ Ñ c i t
, s Þ Ñ ds, and finally ‚ pp∆ ev q rˆ∆od q˚: ArEs Ñ ArGå prq s is given by t i Þ Ñ t, and s Þ Ñ s.
It follows that on cohomology
r´i`1 x r , and γp c,dq pyq " dy.
Recall from 7.3 that u : Gå prq b krVr pGqs Ñ G b krVr pGqs is defined to be the identity map 1 P Vr pGqpkrVr pGqsq. The universality of u gives that for any graded commutative k-algebra A and any ω : then each homogeneous term f i,l pc, dq " 0 for any choice of r`1-tuple pc, dq P K. Hence by the Nullstellensatz f i,j " 0 as polynomial with coefficients in K and a pi,jq,l " 0. Therefore, ν˚pz A q " 0 and since G has the SFB-detection property, it follows that z is nilpotent as desired.
Our main theorem of this chapter is now a direct consequence of 8.15. We also get some corollaries from it.
Theorem 8.16. Let G be a finite gr-group variety of height ď r. If G has the SFB-detection property, then ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs is an F -monomorphism, that is, its kernel consists of nilpotent elements.
Corollary 8.17. Let G be an evenly gr-group variety of height ď r, then ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs is an F -monomorphism.
Corollary 8.18. Let G be an elementary gr-group scheme of height ď r, then ψ : H˚,˚pG, kq Ñ krVr pGqs is an F -monomorphism.
Appendix A. Cohomology of graded algebras
For reference and completeness we provide some result and definitions regarding the cohomology of gr-group schemes. Let R be a graded ring.
Definition A.1. Let M and N be graded R-modules, a map f : M Ñ N is a graded map of degree n if f pM i q Ă N i`n for all i.
Definition A.2. The i-suspension of a graded R-module M is defined to be the graded module M piq given by M so that M piq j " M i`j .
Definition A.3. Let M and N be graded R-modules. Let Hom R pM, N q n denote the subgroup of Hom R pM, N q consisting of maps of degree n. We define Hom R pM, N q " ' i Hom R pM, N q i . Proposition A.7 (P. Samuel). A Z-graded ring R " ' iPZ R i , is gr-Noetherian if and only if R 0 is a Noetherian ring and R is finitely generated as an R 0 algebra. A graded R-module P is gr-projective if it is projective as an object in the category of graded R-modules. That is, if P satisfies the universal lifting property of projective modules, where the maps are graded maps between graded modules. It can be shown (with the usual proofs following verbatim), that P is gr-projective if and only if P is a direct summand of a graded free module. Proposition A.10. A graded module P is gr-projective if and only if P is graded and projective.
Proof. One direction is clear, if P is gr-projective, then P is a direct summand of a gr-free, forgetting the grading on F it is then a direct summand of a free module, hence it is projective and also graded.
On the other hand if P is a graded module which is also a projective module, then let f : M ։ N be a graded surjective map and g : P Ñ N a graded map, then since P is projective there exists a map h : P Ñ M (not necessarily graded) such that the following diagram commutes.
We construct a graded map r h : P Ñ M from h, such that the diagram will commute if we substitute h with r h. Consider the group homomorphisms π i : M Ñ M i which are the projections of M onto its degree i part M i and define the group homomorphisms r h i : P i Ñ M i to be r h i " π i˝h | Pi . We then define r h " ' i r h i : P Ñ M .
The map r h is degree preserving. Let p i P P i , then r hpp i q " r h i pp i q " π i˝p hpp i qq. If we write hpp i q " ř j m j , then π i phpp i" m i .
The map r h is in fact an R-module map, since r h is defined as composition of group homomorphims r hpp`qq " r hppq`r hpqq. Since r h distributes with the sum, to check if elements of R factor out it is enough to check on homogeneous elements. Let r P R i and p P P j , then rp P P i`j hence r hprpq " π i`j˝h prpq " π i`j prhppqq " rπ j phppqq " r r hppq.
To show g " f˝r h we again assume p P P i , homogeneous, then if hppq " ř j m j , then f˝r hppq " f pπ i phpp" f pm i q; on the other hand f˝hppq " gppq which gives that f phppqq " f p ř j m j q " ř j f pm j q " f pm i q since g and f are graded maps.
Remark A.11. (From [NVO04, 2.2]) Note that the proposition above is not true if we replace gr-projective with gr-free as we may have a module which is free with respect to a non-homogeneous basis and not free with respect to a graded basis. For example let R " ZˆZ with trivial grading and M the graded R module where M 0 " Zˆ0, M 1 " 0ˆZ and M i " 0 for i ‰ 0, 1, then M cannot have a homogeneous basis. Hence, gr-free is a stronger property than graded and free.
Proposition A.12. If Q in R-gr is injective when considered as an ungraded module, then Q is gr-injective.
Proof. From [NVO04, 2.3.2]. The proof is very similar to the one above about projective module except that a gr-injective module, may not be injective as an ungraded module, so we do not get an if and only if statement.
We get the following corollary.
Corollary A.13. Let P be an R-module, then P is a gr-projective if and only if P is projective as an object in the category where the objects are graded modules and morphisms are Hom R p , q.
in Ext n,s pM, N q, where s "´ř |g i |. We complete this to an equivalence relation by symmetry and transitivity in the usual way.
Definition A.22. Let A be a graded algebra and let M, M 1 and M 2 be graded Amodules. Let ζ P Ext n,s pM, M 1 q and η P Ext m,r pM 1 , M 2 q, then ζ and η correspond to the following extensions: g 0 Then the Yoneda splice gives an element η˝ζ P Ext n`m,s`r pM, M 2 q.
Note that the Yoneda splice makes Ext˚,˚pM, M q into a ring, hence we get the following result.
Theorem A.23. Let A be a graded algebra then H˚,˚pA, kq " Ext˚,Å pk, kq is a bigraded ring with H n,s pA, kq " Ext n,s A pk, kq, where n is the cohomological degree and s is the internal degree.
Let A be a gr-Hopf algebra and C and D be graded A-modules. Then pC b Dq is a graded A-module as well, where pC b Dq n " À i`j"n C i b D j . The action of A on C b D is defined the following way: for a P A, write ∆paq " ř a 1 b a 2 , then a¨px b yq " ∆paqpx b yq " ř p´1q |a2||x| a 1 x b a 2 y.
Lemma A.24. Let A be a cocommutative gr-Hopf algebra and C and D be graded A-modules. Let T : C b D Ñ D b C be the map given by x b y Þ Ñ p´1q |x||y| y b x for x and y homogeneous elements. Then T is a graded A-module morphism.
Proof. Recall that A is cocommutative if for any homogeneous element a, ∆paq " ř a 1 b a 2 " ř p´1q |a1||a2| a 2 b a 1 . We just need to write out and check the sign conventions on homogeneous elements.
T pa¨px b yqq " T p ÿ p´1q |a2||x| a 1 x b a 2 yq " ÿ p´1q |a2||x|`|a1x||a2y| a 2 y b a 1 x "´ÿp´1q |a1||a2| a 1 b a 2¯p´1 q |x||y| y b x " ∆paqT px b yq " a¨T px b yq Remark A.28. Graded comodules over a gr-commutative Hopf algebra of finite type B correspond to gr-modules over its dual B # which is a gr-cocommutative Hopf algebra.
Hence, when working in the category of graded B-comodules, Ext˚,B pk, kq is grcommutative by A.27.
